
Music Video

This Video was shot by a dear friend of mine who came to my party CozyCoreClub in Dresden
every week. He shot this clip while he was studying art. It shows an important part of me.
Dancing to emotional alternative rock music.

  

 

  

{vimeo}7938039{/vimeo}
 
I did this music video in 2012 together with my friend Gregor, who studies art in berlin. Jamie,
the singer (and mastermind) behind Xiu Xiu asked me, if I could do a video for one of his songs.
I'm a huge fan of the band and Jamie is also a friend of mine, so i said "yes". Gregor and I shot
the clip in Berlin and we worked on the editing for ages and it looked really cool. But then
Gregor showed it to his art class and they said the cuts were to fast, there were to many effects
on the clip and they wanted it all "pure". This is the "pure" version. I like it, but the old version
was way better in my opinion. I will ry to get the old version as well.

  

 
And another music video I was in. We shot this at Raging Stallion Studios in San Francisco a
couple of years ago. I had bought a CD in SF in a record store. It was a CD by the singer Kent
James. I have to admit that I just bought the CD because I thought the singer was hot (I wasn't
able to listen to the CD before I bought it). I liked his stuff and when one of the guys at Raging
Stallion told me that Kent James is his flatmate, I went crazy. Kent and I met (yes we did have
sex :-)) and i agreed to be in one of his clips. It shows me doing a very big painting of an angel.
Enjoy

  

{youtube}Cf7AbLZZ5kU{/youtube}
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